BRANDSAFWAY: ACCESS, INDUSTRIAL SERVICES FOR THE NEW DECADE
With a focus on data-driven job sites, product and service innovation, and a highly trained workforce, BrandSafway can help you work smarter, improve productivity and enhance safety in the coming decade.

USA DEBUSK: FCCU AND COKER SPECIALISTS
With a proven record of safety and performance, USA DeBusk provides best-in-class industrial services to streamline critical paths of these key unit turnarounds.

FEATURES
- Chris John helping to advance ACC and the 'business of chemistry'
- Eastman’s Sergio Portillo Matute strives for excellence at Texas City site
- Beginning the digital jobsite transformation
- Chevron: No buyer’s remorse in purchasing century-old refinery
- Marathon, Enbridge: Common vision essential to reliability
- Shell’s Kanade: How to meet continuous improvement challenges
- GICC creates global cleaning standards to improve safety
- Industry productivity expected to continue increasing in 2020
- Overcoming generational challenges key to supply chain success

PLUS...
Bayou City Industrial Contractors LTD.

Your Access & Industrial Services Partner for the New Decade
See Page 14

BRANDSAFWAY
At Work For You™
A lack of sales strategy can defeat your marketing plan. If your marketing goal is to obtain a positive return on your investment, you’re probably going to judge the success or failure of your marketing plan by whether you make or lose money. Maybe you don’t hold your marketing person, department or firm responsible for sales revenue, but when you are deciding whether to continue a marketing plan, sales should be a serious concern for your marketing staff regardless of whether they accept accountability for sales results. This is the common challenge we face as a marketing company.

• Phone call first impressions: Over many years of service, we have identified several common “leaks” in sales processes. The most common leak we have found is poor phone-call handling. These mishandled calls can be identified using a phone tracking system that matches the marketing source of the calls and records the audio for training to improve handling.

If calls go to voicemail during business hours, that’s the first problem to fix. Voicemail is a deal breaker for potential customers. A phone-answering service may not be ideal, but it’s a good way to patch this leak, if necessary.

• Motivate and incentivize your team to follow trends: Someone needs to be accountable for following up with prospective customers. Each team member who follows up should be motivated to convert sales leads into sales opportunities and sales opportunities into sales revenue. Incentives may or may not include commissions or bonuses, but being responsible for completing the sale is generally best accomplished by rewarding success instead of penalizing failure.

• What you say needs to reflect what they see: When speaking or communicating with potential customers, the message you deliver should be consistent with the information they gathered before reaching out to you. If the message on your website, brochures or pitch decks is different from what you say in conversation, fix that. Be consistent in describing the problems you solve and the benefits of your products or services.

• Get a CRM and use it correctly: A customer relationship manager (CRM) tracks sales and helps measure the effectiveness of your sales program. Sales Force may be the best known, but it is not always the best solution. At Mansfield, we believe simplicity is the key to success when it comes to CRMs. This is especially true for small companies that may not have a dedicated sales team. Consider CRM alternatives like Sugar or Copper. Be sure to test the CRM before signing a contract to commit. There is a big difference between what each CRM offers.

• Trends over perfect tracking: “Analysis paralysis” is a real thing. A balance must be struck between perfectly measuring every minute detail and dedicating energy to doing. One strategy is to match every sales lead to a known marketing source. Trends are the most important metric. For example, if we can identify that approximately 50 percent of our sales leads come from our website, and 25 percent of those leads convert to revenue, we have the information we need to make an informed decision about the future investment of our marketing dollars.

For more information, visit www.mansfieldmarketing.com or call (713) 533-8899.